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BY SAM GOLOB 
MVS Tools & Tricks

Figuring Out That Module

Maintaining the MVS operating system
requires us to constantly learn new

things. It is hard enough to learn the basics
of MVS and its components, not to mention
numerous new areas including Unix services,
web enablement, connectivity to other
systems, and TCP/IP. The result is a chal-
lenging learning experience.

Here I will examine basic directions in
personal growth for supporting MVS (i.e.,
OS/390 or z/OS). As a member of the “old
school,” I want to discuss the directions and
methodologies that bring out the hacker in
us. We are all driven by these questions:
How does this work? What makes it all
work? The MVS operating system is so
vast that we will never find out answers to
most of our questions. We are simply very
happy that it all does work. (The rest is
IBM’s problem.)

Nevertheless, we can subscribe to a
methodology that will help us get answers
in a specific case (for one or more modules)
and to solve a specific problem. If one sys-
tem module does not work, we will be able
to find out why. Additionally, we will be
able to gain more insight into the workings
of that particular module than IBM would
care to provide to us.

RUSSIAN TRAINING

I have endless admiration and respect for
the Russian programmers who had to keep
their OS/360 (and later) systems running
with no outside support. With the Cold War
over, many of these programmers moved to
the United States.

Yesterday, I spoke with a Russian pro-
grammer. I mentioned to him that another
Russian friend of mine had written a clever
and useful MVS disassembler program
because (to quote his words) “in Russia in

the 1980s, we did not exactly have access to
the IBM Support Center.”

The former Russian programmer told me
that he had written many disassemblers in
his working life for many different operat-
ing systems, and in his current work, he
could not live without them. That is just a
glimpse of the caliber of expertise and skill
I am talking about. It all comes from their
old environment, the daunting conditions
these programmers had to face, and how
they coped.

We can all learn from the old Russian
challenges. This month’s column adds my
own experiences to theirs, and outlines
some direction that can help us become
powerhouses of MVS internals knowledge
and diagnosis skill.

DIGGING INTO MODULES

Most of us investigate a system module on
an “as needed” basis. Additionally, most of
our system problems (at the module level)
are taken care of by the respective vendors.
For example, it is the tape vendor’s job to fit
tape management hooks into the MVS oper-
ating system modules. We usually do not
have to figure out where they should go.

So, when can we get such “hands-on”
practice? Depending on the shop, these
opportunities arise usually when we have
locally developed system modifications.
However, sometimes you can second-guess
the vendors and do things like figure out
why the tape management system hooks go
where they do. If you understand that, you
will gain some insight into how tapes can
be managed. If you can do some module
surfing to gain knowledge of a small piece
of the system, it will give you a better idea
of how the whole thing works. As a result
you will be a better systems programmer.

SOME ANCIENT EXPERIENCE

It is worth mentioning some of my past
experiences in figuring out how a few sys-
tem modules work, specifically allocation
modules. Much of the allocation code in
MVS is lumped into a huge load module,
IEFW21SD, which contains hundreds of
csects. This load module resides in LPALIB.
The modules I worked on are named
IEFAB4B0 and IEFAB4A2. These, and
related code, produce those nice IEF285I
messages in the MVS Job Log, telling you
whether your dataset was KEPT, CATA-
LOGED or DELETED.

My modification (largely developed by
Charlie Pitts) to module IEFAB4B0 added
some information to the IEF285I messages,
namely, counts of the EXCPs that your job
used to write to or read from all the datasets
that it allocated. The modification was so
good and it was so “close to the system
action” that the EXCP counts even showed
up for the dynamically allocated datasets
that were grabbed by the TSO session.

All this was before System Managed
Storage (SMS) stuck its ugly changes into
the allocation modules, making it hard to
keep up with what we had to modify. After
MVS/XA 2.2, we had to give up.
Nowadays, you have to use SMF exits to
get the equivalent information into the Job
Log, and they are OK, but they are not as
good as our original mod. IBM never
directly supported these changes that we
made to the system. But as long as we sup-
ported this mod, I was able to get a pretty
good idea into the workings of modules
IEFAB4B0 and IEFAB4A2. And seeing
those EXCP counts in our jobs sure was
helpful and nice!

You can find these old modifications to
the operating system on File 369 of the
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CBT MVS Tape collection. I had to refit the
modifications to several versions of the
system, including one in which I had no
access to the “source code microfiche” of
IEFAB4A2 and IEFAB4B0 that IBM distrib-
uted. I actually worked from a disassembly
of these modules and I still successfully
figured out how to make the changes. Let’s
examine the details.

ASMTOZAP AND NITTY-GRITTY

Howard Gilbert of Yale University has
written a marvelous PL/I program that
converts specially constructed Assembler
code into module zaps in AMASPZAP
input format. Howard’s program is named
ASMTOZAP and is available on File 044 of
the CBT Tape collection. There is also a
PL/I F version of ASMTOZAP, which you
can run for free on any MVS system even if
it is not licensed for PL/I Optimizer. Load
modules for both versions of ASMTOZAP
are on File 035 of the CBT Tape collection.

By using ASMTOZAP you do not have to
code the SPZAP VER and REP statements
to make a system module modification. You
just code Assembler language code, assemble
it, and get the listing. The ASMTOZAP pro-
gram reads that assembly listing file and
creates the SPZAP input for you. If you are
doing a complicated modification, ASM-
TOZAP makes it much easier to code and
maintain the source for the mod.

Figure 1 shows an abridged sample of
ASMTOZAP source code, with its *ZAP
CARD , *ZAP START VER , *ZAP START
REP , and *ZAP END control cards. When
coding the ASMTOZAP Assembler source
code, you ORG to the places you want to
start modifying. Then, you place the VER
code after the ORG. If you are after a
“START VER” control card or a “START
REP” control card, you place the new REP
code after the ORG. A *ZAP END card
stops the generation of SPZAP control
statements from the assembly listing.

Our allocation module modifications
were in ASMTOZAP format. I do not have
space to further discuss ASMTOZAP, but
you can get a considerable idea of how it
works by looking at Figure 1.

Let’s examine how I was able to refit our
old zap, across a rather sizeable change to
the IEFAB4B0 module. How does module
IEFAB4B0 work? IEFAB4B0 is called by
IEFAB4A2 and at the MVS/370 and
MVS/XA system levels, it actually produced

the lines of IEF285I messages for the Job
Log. Our modification to IEFAB4B0 actu-
ally had to go back to its caller’s registers, to
point to the control blocks where the I/O
counts were being kept. After having
extracted those counts, our modification
then stuck them into the IEF285I messages.

At some point, shortly before the
onslaught of the SMS-based changes to
IEFAB4B0, IBM added a new workarea to
the module. Without source code, I did not
know if that workarea interfered with our
zap code. Using a disassembly, I followed
the workings of the module from the begin-
ning and watched as the workarea became
filled. There were a lot of STore instructions
to displacements off R9. So I saw that R9
was pointing to the new workarea and a lot
of stuff was being put there. I could even
map the layout of the information in the
area. But I also saw that IEFAB4B0 didn’t

use the materials in this workarea, until
after our zap code had finished doing its
job. So I was safely able to fit my zap, and
our code continued working at that com-
pany for another eight years. (They never
went to ESA.)

I hope that you will gain from these ideas.
See you next month.

Questions or comments? Please email
editor@naspa.com.

NaSPA member Sam Golob is a senior sys-
tems programmer. He also participates in
library tours and book signings with his
wife, author Courtney Taylor. Sam can be
contacted at sbgolob@attglobal.net and/or
sbgolob@aol.com. The Online CBT Tape Web
site can be accessed from the “Members
Only” section of the NaSPA Web site at
www.naspa.com.

This is a snippet of some assembled ASMTOZAP source code. The assembly listing gets converted into SPZAP “VER
and REP” input by Howard Gilbert’s ASMTOZAP program. The complete file can be found on CBT Tape File 369,
member LM02301A.

*ZAP CARD ++ USERMOD(LM02301) /* I.O COUNTS IN IEF285I */.
*ZAP CARD ++ VER(Z038) FMID(EBB1102) PRE(JBB1326).
*ZAP CARD ++ ZAP (IEFAB4B0). /* Generate card images */
*ZAP CARD NAME IEFAB4B0
*ZAP CARD EXPAND IEFAB4B0(128)
LM02301A CSECT
IEFAB4B0 DS 0H

PRINT ON,GEN,DATA
ORG @PSTART
USING *,@12
USING @DATD,@11

*ZAP START VER (Start to generate VER statements)
ORG CLRKEY (Go to location equated below)
STC @02,@OLDKEY (Verify the code that’s there.)

* * * *    SNIPPAGE    * * * *
*ZAP START REP (Start to generate REP statements)

ORG CLRKEY (Go to location equated below)
STC @02,@NEWKEY (Modify the code that’s there.)

* * * *   LARGE SNIPPAGE    * * * *
B PATCH

MAINLINE EQU *
ORG @EL00001 (Go to location equated below)
IC @02,@NEWKEY (Modify the code that’s there.)

PATEXIT MVI MSGDISP+1,C’ ‘      DISPLACED INSTRUCTION
B MAINLINE

EDMSK1 DC X’60206B2020206B202120’
*ZAP END (Stop generating REP statements)
@DATD DSECT

ORG @DATD+X’48’
@PC00001 DS 5F

ORG @DATD+X’B4’
MSGLNGTH DS F

DS 2F
* * * *   LARGE SNIPPAGE    * * * *
* ***** EQUATES FOR LOCATIONS WITHIN IEFAB4B0
*         (These depend on the PTF level of the module)
@PSTART EQU IEFAB4B0+X’1C’
CLRKEY EQU IEFAB4B0+X’52’
CLRTXT EQU IEFAB4B0+X’76’
STEAL EQU IEFAB4B0+X’156’
@EL00001 EQU IEFAB4B0+X’2EE’
@SIZDATD EQU IEFAB4B0+X’3E8’
PATCH EQU IEFAB4B0+X’45C’

* * * *   DATA     AREAS    * * * *

FIGURE 1: ABRIDGED ASMTOZAP SOURCE CODE FOR A SYSTEM ZAP


